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iNTRODUCT1ON

The commitments to environmentally sound coastal land management that have been gener-
ated in federal and state governments over the past few years have produced a demand for accu-
rate and complete bodies of scientific data on which to base policy decisions. Coastal wetlands in
particular have been the subject of much controversy and litig«tion, and the lack of survey-type in-
forrnation over broad areas of wetland is apparent, Accurate maps showing the boundaries of tid-
al wetlands are required for the enlorcement of existing co«st«l zoning laws, while more detailed in-
formation about tidal marsh environments is necessary if more comprehensive zoning is to be for-
mulated in the future. For this reason a baseline mapping project was undertaken in Delaware's
coastal wetlands as a prelude to an evaluation o  the relative value of different parcels of marsh and
the setting of priorities for use of these marshes.

In view of severe limitations of time and manpower, the mapping approach used relied heavily
on aerial photography and multispectral analysis, utilizing conventional ground reconnaissance only
to aid and check the photo-interpret«tion. Work such as that of Kolipinski', Garvin~, Wobber~, and
others has shown that multispectral image analysis can significantly help, yet not replace, the hu-
man interpreter. Suitable imagery from NASA and other sources was available, and access to Gen-
eral Electric's Multispectral Data Processing System was obtained,

Coastal wetlands of the type found along the entire East Coast of' the United States are well
suited to remote sensing techniques, particularly multispectral analysis. The uniform flatness of
marsh topography eliminates variations in reflectance due to sloping surface~ and shadows. The
most common marsh plant species are few in number, thus simplifying photo-interpretation. Envi-
ronmental changes generally take plare over large horizontal d'st«nces in the marsh; therefore zones
of relatively uniform vegetation are usually large enough to be discernible even on very high altitude
imagery, Finally, the major plant species are different enough in their morphologies to hav< distinct
reflectance characteristics, particularly in the near-infrared portion of the spectrum. The ret result
is that multispectral imagery can be used to make detailed wetlands maps showing vegetation
growth patterns which are related to local environmental factors.



DESCRIPTION OF DELAWARE'S WETLANDS

There are approximately I I 5,000 acres of tidal wetland in thc state of Delaware, fc<rming an
almost continuous l>and al<>ng the western shore of Delaware Bay from Cape Henlopcn north to Wil-
mirrgton. The width of this band varies trom a fev hundred yard~ to three to four miles with an
average width on the order of one mile, In addition, there are small fringes ol' marsh associated with
the barrier beach-lagoon complexes along the Atlantic Shore in the southern portion of rhe state.
The most abundant plant species found in the marshcs are salt marsh cord grass  Spurtina alterrrr'-
flora!, salt marsh hay  Spur!inu putana!, spike grass  Distr> lr!is spicuta!, reed grass  Phru<jrnites com-
munis!, high tide bush  /vu fratescens!, and sea myrtle  Baca@aria hulimifoliaj, There are, r>f course,
many other species present bur in most cases their occurrence is limited to small patches scatter ed
within areas dominated by one or more of the above-mentioned primary species.

As previoLrsly stated, the major spccies display distinct morphologies allowing them to bc dis-
tinguished from one another on the basis of reflectance characteristics. A brief description of the
prelerr ed environments, morphology and resulting reflectance of each species category follows, 5

Major Categories:

1. Spartina alterniflora  Salt marsh cord grass!.

The dominant marsh grass species of the Eastern United States, S. alterrrif tora, occu-
pies the low or wettest portion of the marsh. Two ecotypes are disting~i~hed in Dela-
ware: a tall form which inhabits the borders of the tidal creeks and drainage ditches, and
a short lorm f'ound over great expanses of the remaining low marsh areas.7 The narrow
stalks and leaves of Spartinaalternifloru provide a relatively sparse reflecting surface when
viewed from above with the result thar, th s species appears darker than the other major
species in color infrared irtragery.  See Figure 2.! The tall form provides a slightly more
dense reflecting surface than the short form, allowing discrimination of the two ecotypes.

2. Spartina patens and Oistichlisspicata  Salt marsh hay and spike grass!.

These two species occupy areas of marsh topographically higher than those occupied
by Spartina alterniflora. Although short with thin stems, both species grow in a very
dense mat which produces high reflectance in theinfrared.  See F gure 2.!Often, but not
always, the two species are lound together and are indistinguishable on color in/rared im-
agery. Because they appear to occupy very similar environmental niches, the two species
are lumped together into one category.

3. Phrarlmites communis  Reed grass!.

Naturally found in small patches on mounds and other topographic highs within the
marsh, Phrurlmites now occupies extensive areas where artificial filling or drainage has
produced a suitable environment. Growing up to ten feet high with broad leaves, Phrag-
mites has the highest reflectance of any of the marsh grasses and thus appears lightest on
the photos.



4. Ivo frutescens and Hrjccharis hrjtimifo ia  High tide bush and sea myrtle!.

These low shrubs are generally found in a narrow band just above the reach ol the
highest tides. They are frequently found together, and their broad leaves and sparse
growth pattern combine to give them distinct reflectance characteristics in the infrared.

5, Fresh water impoundment~,

Built to attract ducks and other water fowl, these areas are gene'ally identified by
their straight, artificial boundaries and the continuous presence of standing water. They
contain many fresh water plants including species of Peltanrjru  Arrow arum!, T!>pea
 Cattail!, Pontederi~, and Sagittoriu  Arrowhead!.

It should be noted that these groups were identified on the basi' of reflectance ir
three color bands  green, red and infrared! and not simply in the infraied as might be in-
ferred from the general descr<pt~ons above,



MAPP1NG APPROACM

The primary imagery used in compiling vegetation maps was obtained by a NASA RB-57 air-
craft in September of' I 970  Mission 144, Site 244!, Of the var ious types of imagery available from
Mission 144, it was decided that nine-inch color infrared photos would provide optimal discrimi-
nation of vegetation types. Visual interpretation was pertormed on color infrared prints obtained
with a Zeiss RMK 30/23 camera at a scale of I:60,000  See Figure 2.! For automated analysis it
was found that color infrared trarjsparencies taken with a Wild Heerbrug RC-8 camera at I; I20,000
scale had better light «haracteri»ties hand thus yielded better results despite the larger scale Resolu-
tion in these high altitude photographs was sufficient to produce I'irst generation vegetation maps
registered onto U.S,G.S. topographic maps at a scale of 1:24,000 and for more detailed automated
pattern recognition at considerably smaller scales. A more detailed second generation set of maps is
being compiled from low allitude �1,500 feet! NASA imagery obtained in August, 1972,

lo collect ground truth for the interpretation ot the NASA photographs, visits to field sites on
foot and by small boat were carried out throughout the summer of I 972. In addition, low altitude
aerial photography was obtained from light plane» Taken from altitudes of 500 to 2,000 feet, this
imagery was sufficiently detailed for easy identification of major plant communities and thus pro-
vided ground truth over larger area» than it was possible to obtain on foot or by boat. In some areas
detailed field work, including measured transects, was used as a check of automated pattern recog-
nition capabilities.

The classification scheme used in mapping developed naturally from the structure of the marsh
plant communities and from the discrimination capability of the imagery used. Therefore, the five
major categories described not only represent the dominant species and communities present in the
marshes of Delaware, but also are the vegetation types which are most readily discriminated in the
imagery used for interpretation.

In areas where a significant amount of another species than that show~ as predominant in the
NASA imagery was present, this is noted on the maps by capital letters. These were identified by
field observation, although further studies may show that some such associations can be identified
from aerial imagery.

In addition, mapping categories were established for areas ditched for mosquito control, and
for marsh areas lost to dredge-fill operations after the most recent revision of the U.S.G.S. topogra-
phic maps, Marshes lost to development were easily identified on NASA imagery while Department
of Agriculture photos at a scale of 1;20,000  See Figure 3! were used to delineate ditched areas.



AUTOMATED ANALYSIS

While thc discrimination and niapping of gross vegetation features are most readily accom-
plished by a human interpreter, detailed interpretation can benefit from the use of automated mul-
tispectral analysis. Such automated analysis was performed ulilizing the General ElectIic Multispcc-
tral Data Processing System  GEIVISDPSj, which is an analogue-digital hybrid designed as an analysis
tool to be used by a human operator and benefit from his observalions.s

This accurate >nd highly flexibl» system has been designed to allow the operator to adjust the
signature analyzer and other processing units for optimum discrimination and to see the results of
these adjustments immediately. He can thus very rapidly combine his knowledge of the scene
gained in the field with precise, unbiased electronic analysis and thereby measure the spectral char-
acteristics of a region of any size in the scene; he can search  he scene For regions with similar char-
acteristics and read out the percentage of the total scene occupied by areas with the specif ied spec-
tral signature. By repeating the same procedure for other areas in the scene, the operator can quick-
ly produce a composite photo-map enhancing all of' the spectrally classified areas of interest.



MAPS OF DELAWARE'S WETLANDS

The fifteen maps of Delaware's coastal zone which follow were prepared to show the dominant
species or groups of species of vegetation present. Five such rategories of vegetation are used indi-
cating marshes dominated by I ! salt marsh cord grass  Spartina alternifiora!, 2! salt marsh hay and
spike grass  Spariina putens and Distichiis,spicata!, 3! reed grass  Phragmites communis!, 4! high
tide bush and sea myrtle  Iva species and Baccharis Aafimifoiia!, and 5! a group of fresh water spe-
cies found in impounded areas built to attract water fowl. In addition, major secondary species are
indicated where appropriate. Multispectral analysis and enhancement were performed on selected
areas thought to be representative of the relative species abundance and growth patterns present in
the surrounding marsh, The enhancements themselves, then, are small-scale inserts designed to sup-
plement the generalizr d vegetation maps by showing detailed growth patterns and the relative abun-
dance, in percentages of each species present. Figure 3b, for example, >s an enhancement of the
area enclosed by box ¹I on the Little Creek quadrangle, Zonation of different vegetation species
which could not be displayed on the large scale map is shown with Spartina a!terniflora forming an
outer fringe and Spartina patens occupying the higher, center portion of marsh. The original maps
were at a scale of 1:24,000 registered to U,S.G.S, topographic and soil mans. Inserts show those
areas which were automatically analyzed, and the results of that analysis, providing a general pic-
ture of Delaware's coastal vegetation and a detailed description of selected marsh areas.



FIGURE 1 Index Map Showing
Map Quadrangles



FIGURE 2

Sample NASA-RB-57 Color-infrared Photograph

Original size 9" x 9"
Original scale 1r60,000

SA - Sparti na altern flora
SP � Sparri na parens
F l � Fresh water impntjndrnent



Sample: Black and White Dept. of Agriculture Photo

Original size 9" x 9"
Original scale I:20,000
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FIGURE 4 A! Enhancement of area
in box ¹1, Little Creek
Quad.

Black - water and mud

Blue - S. patens and O. spicata

Yellow - S. alterni floro

and S, cynosurni des

Bl Enhancement of area
in box ¹2, Mispillion
R. Quad.

Black � water and forest

B lue � S. uiterni flora

Yellow - S. patens
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